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Abstract
X-rays from 1 to 25 keV emitted by the Alcator A device have
been collected with a Si(Li) detector and pulse height analysis
system. Under normal operating conditions, spectra are thermal
indicating clean (Z e 1), Maxwellian distributions. Temper-
ature profiles are provided. When vd/vth .03, the X-ray spec-
tra become non-thermal, reflective of non-Maxwellian distribu-
tions. The observed non-thermal behaviour increases with minor
radius and poloidal symmetry, is correlated with poor energy con-
finement and cannot be accounted for by classical electric field
driven perturbation theory. Radial electron diffusion is dis-
cussed.
2I. Introduction.
This purpose of this article is to account for the X-radiation
spectra from 1 to 25 keV emitted by the Alcator tokamak1 under vari-
ous conditions. Similar studies have been performed on other tokamaks
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such as ST , Pulsator , TFR , and T-105. The observed spectra involve
both continuous and line radiation and the overall understanding re-
quires both a knowledge of the electron distribution function and the
impurity species. The primary continuum radiation process is brems-
strahlung -- X-rays emitted in collisions between electrons and ions.
The shape of the spectrum reveals the details of the v > vth region
of the electron distribution function. To this end, knowledge of the
bremsstrahlung cross section is required. In section II, a general
expression for the bremsstrahlung cross section is provided; the re-
sult of numerical determination of the dipole radiation matrix elements.
Calculation of the bremsstrahlung spectrum from an arbitrary distribu-
function is then outlined. In section III, the secondary continuum
process, radiative recombination, is discussed and estimates of the
contribution to the bremsstrahlung spectrum are given. In section IV,
the classical electric field driven distribution functions are re-
viewed, including the effects of magnetic trapping and magnetic field
ripple, in order to model the expected distribution in a tokamak.
Section V is devoted to the study of thermal X-ray spectra. Tem-
perature profiles are provided. The observed changes of the central
electron temperature and overall profile shape with varying current,
toroidal field and loop voltage, are explained in terms of a model
which assumes classical resistivity to be valid and that the central
safety factor, q0 < 1.
The concern of section VI is non-thermal X-ray spectra. Ob-
servations of non-thermal spectra on other machines2,3, 5 have been
3made but no quantitative discussions have been presented. Such
spectra observed on Alcator are unable to be accounted for by
classical electric field driven perturbation theory. The effects
of fast electrons trapped in the toroidal field ripple cannot ex-
plain the observed non-thermal distributions either. Spatial de-
pendence of the non-thermal behaviour is documented as well as the
scalings with plasma density and current. Energy confinement times
are calculated and the association of non-thermal distributions and
poor* energy confinement is indicated.
The connection between non-thermal distributions and poor
energy confinement is formalized in section VII via the inclusion
of a spatial diffusion term in the electron kinetic equation. From
this the heat transport equation is obtained and the perturbative
solution to the kinetic equation is presented. The link between
the non-thermal portion of the distribution and the outward elec-
tron heat flux is the diffusion coefficient.
In section VIII, the diffusion coefficient is obtained from
the non-thermal X-ray spectra and the global power balance equa-
tion is satisfied, justifying the kinetic equation of section VII.
Scalings of the diffusion coefficient are provided.
In section IX, the kinetic diffusion equation of section VII
is derived by including the effect of a small, random radial mag-
netic field in the drift kinetic equation. The magnetic field
fluctuation level is determined from the observed diffusion coeffi-
cient of section VIII. The hypothesis that magnetic fluctuations
are the source of anomalous heat loss in Alcator is offered.
Note that all X-ray spectra presented here are averaged over
4sawtooth oscillations.
Scientific notation employed here will, for example, write
3.2 - instead of 3.2x100 in order to emphasize the exponent,
assuming base 10 to be understood.
5II. Bremsstrahlung
Bremsstrahlung is the process in which electrons undergo
radiative transitions between positive energy states in a Coulomb
field. Since there exists a continuum of energy levels, the photons
emitted comprise a continuous spectrum. The non-relativistic prob-
lem was first addressed by Sommerfeld6 who obtained initial and
final state wave functions for the positive energy states, and the
corresponding electric dipole moments for an unscreened Coulomb
potential. Since expressions for the dipole radiation matrix ele-
ments of the individual polarizations of the emitted photons do
not exist in closed form, numerical integrations are required to
obtain the bremsstrahlung cross section. The cross section, or
probability per unit time that an electron of energy E0 will emit
a photon of energy hv into the solid angle dQ, is
a(E ,hv)dvdQ = I(e) dvdQ2 2 (1)0V hv c
where I ( is a function of the dipole matrix elements and may be
computed using a method outlined by Weinstock7 . This cross section,
integrated over angles of the outgoing photon, has been expressed
8in closed form by Sommerfeld and Maue :
8Tr e h dh-v 0 x dIF 1  2 2U ( E,hv) dv = 3 2--2 d F 2 cm (2)
0 mc 2 1Tflf d
where fn - 39eV is a quantum number for the given state (the
O'f
subscript 0 denotes initial, denotes final) , related to the photon
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energy by the Rydberg formula hv = Z 13.59eV 2 - ' x 2
6and F is the ordinary hypergeometric function F =2F jojnf;l;-x).
This integrated cross section is appropriate for calculating the
energy spectrum of X-rays, I.(hv), from an isotropic incoming elec-
tron distribution function, f(c ), via the convolution
I(hv) = En.Z f va(E ,hv)f(Es)de energy (3)
i hv unit energy-sec-cm
where n is the number density of stationary ions of charge Z.
(creating the Coulomb field) in cm-3 and f(e 0) is normalized such
that f f( 0 )dEo = ne cm-3 , the number density of electrons. For a
Maxwellian electron distribution function of temperature Te, this
integral is equal to 9
-hv/T
I(hv) = 2.60 n4)  nZ 2  13.59eV e - energy (4)
- . i e unit energy-sec-cm
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where g is an average Gaunt factor, plotted in Fig. 1 for differ-
ent values of T. Also shown is a reasonable approximation to
A, ,which will be used in all subsequent calculations involving
Maxwellian distributions.
For non-isotropic distribution functions, the expressions for
the radiation intensities of the individual polarizations must be
used in Eq. 1,
(5)
a(Ethv)dvdQ=- Ix(Eo,hv)sin2 +I (Ehv)+Iz o'hv) cos2 Hdvdn cm2
where the electron is incident along the x-axis as shown in Fig. 2.
If the electron spin is neglected, I = I . I and I have beeny z x y
711tabulated for c < 1 keV by Kirkpatrick and Wiedmann and approxi-
mate algebraic formulae are given. These tables have been extended
to E < 13.59 keV, and some results for I are shown in Fig. 3 along
with the approximation I /h = 6.060 -.813 c2
y E-- +.255 ser
where h is Planck's constant, and eo is in keV. This approximation
is accurate to greater than 10% over most of the regions of interest,
as is I /h =_ .8 - cm for I
x Eo 0 ster x
The X-ray spectrum from a non-isotropic electron distribution
function, f(v), may then be calculated,
I(hv) = En Z I f f sin 2CH+ I (l+cos2 ) f(v) dQv 2dv (6)
_ 2 v 4 7r
where Fv2 dv d f() =n cm 3
In .order to test the quality of approximations to I (E ,hv)
and I (E ,hv), I and I have been inserted into Eq. 6, for a Max-
wellian distribution function, to compare with Eq. 4. The result
is shown in Fig 4. The agreement is quite good, justifying future
e on It
use of I and I .
x y
8III. Radiative Recombination
Radiative recombination is the process by which electrons
undergo transitions from initial positive energy states in a Coulomb
field to final bound states. The spectrum of emitted photons is
then continuous but has finite jumps at energies corresponding to
the ionization potentials of the final bound levels. The determina-
tion of the cross section for this process from the dipole matrix
elements is similar to the bremsstrahlung calculation except that
the -final state involves bound level wave functions. For high Z
materials these wave functions are not well known. The problem
was first discussed in detail by Menzel and Pekeris12 and extended
by Karzas and Latter10 and by Brussaard and van de Hulst13 who con-
sidered the case of the emitted spectrum from a Maxwellian electron
distribution. The essential result is that g in Eq. 4 be replaced
by g + f ..(T,hv). For an initially completely stripped ion, (neg-
lecting any difference between subshells)
00 e i/n2
f (T,hv) = 2e i Z 3 n (hv) (7)
n=m1 (hv) n
=2
where e. = Z (13.59 eV/T), n is the principle quantum number of the
1 1
final hydrogenlike state, m (hv) is equal to the n for the lowest
bound level to which emission at energy hv can occur,
2[m (hv) - 1 < hv/13.59 Z eV < m (hv)] and gn (hv) is a function
which has been tabulated in ref. 10. To illustrate the contribution
of recombination to the hydrogenic bremsstrahlung spectrum under
"dirty" Alcator conditions, the enhanced spectrum has been calcu-
14lated for the case of a .17% oxygen contamination in an 870 eV
9plasma (Zeff = 1.1). The result is shown in Fig. 5. The effect
of the oxygen is to produce a discontinuity at 870 eV (the ioniza-
tion potential of the K shell in oxygen) and to enhance the spec-
trum in intensity above that point by about a factor of 2. This
enhancement can provide a sensitive measurement of Z eff provided
2the ion species are properly identified2. The assumption that the
oxygen is initially stripped is a good one since this condition is
realized for an electron temperature > 220 eV15 which is the case
for most of the volume of plasma in Alcator.
Calculation of the recombination spectrum from transitions to
the L shell in molybdenum is considerably more difficult because
many-electron wave functions are not well known. This problem has
4been discussed by Equipe TFR . At the temperatures of interest
(% 1 keV), the fraction of neonlike molybdenum is very small, so
one would expect recombination to the L shell to be unimportant.
An estimate of the relative importance to proton bremsstrahlung may
be obtained by inserting Eq. 7 into Eq. 4, and taking the ratio,
I (hv) n Z2 - 28. ei/n2
Mo ( mo mo g+ ie g (hv) F. (8)Ibrem(hV) n g n n
where F is the ratio of Mo to the predominant charge state at a
given temperature. At Te = 870 eV, the predominant charge state is1 6
23+
Mo , F is .003 (found by taking the ratio of ionization coeffi-
cients at 870 eV15 ), and e /n2 = 4.6 (n = 2 and the ionization
potential out of the L shell in molybdenum is1 7 , 4 keV). Taking
n M= 3C )c3, ne = 6 C4 cm 3 , ZMo Z 33, and setting g = gn(hv) =
1, Eq. 8 yields .08. On the basis of this calculation, one would
10
expect to see an 8% jump in the continuum spectrum at hv ' 4keV.
Recombination into the L shell of molybdenum is then probably not
important in Alcator X-ray spectra.
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IV. The Electron Distribution Function
The equilibrium electron distribution function in the absence
of externally applied forces (but with a mechanism for confinement
and energy replenishment) is the Maxwellian distribution,
2 2
f n th (9)
mf 7 3/2 3
th
where mvth /2 is the electron temperature. Since it is symmetric
about v = 0, the Maxwellian distribution cannot carry current. This
function may be altered to accomodate current:
2 2 2 2
f n e Jth 0 ) /vth (10)
3/2 3
3 Vth
where u0 is the drift velocity and <v11> = =fvd3v  the~ 2 C+3
Zu for small u0 with c = uo/vth. For a 1 keV plasma, vth/c = .063,
for n = 4 & cm-3 and I = 150 kA (central current density ji =
2.9kAcm ), <v1 > = jj/ne = .0015 c and = .024. Thus, only a small
drift is required to carry the current in such a case.
The proper approach to determine the distribution function is
to calculate the response to an external electric field, a situation
which has been considered in detail by Cohen, Spitzer and Routly1 8
19
and improved upon by Spitzer and Harm The problem is formulated
as the search for a steady state solution to the Boltzmann equation
which ignores close encounters but includes distant electron-electron
collisions. The equation becomes the Fokker-Planck equation which
can be solved numerically under the assumption that
12
fs-H 2 fm (l+D(v/vth)cosG) (11)
where D << 1, and e is the angle between E and v. To a good ap-
proximation,
D(v/vth E 086+.48(v/v 2+.105(v/v) (12)
th Er tht h
34
where Er E -7ne ln(A)/T. Eq. 11 is inappropriate when E r/E I, (v/vth
For the sake of comparison, Eqs. 9 and 11 with E/Er = .05 are shown in
Fig. 6. An expression for the electrical conductivity may be found
from Eq. 11 by taking the moment
(13)
1.74 (i')T3/2 194T 3/ 2
aE3 vcosef S Hvdvsineded$ = (Ze sec 1  e (ohm-cm)(ZefflnA) (Zeff)lnA
with Te in eV.
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Kruskal and Bernstein have addressed the subject of the dis-
tribution in an electric field for v/vth > (Er/E)1 /4 by considering
the high velocity expansion of the Fokker-Planck equation,
2 4xp
xg (1-1 )g - 2pg, + x g (14)
x 'WpI
where f = fmg' x = v/vth(E/Er) 1/ 4 , i, cose and the subscripts de-
note partial derivatives. An exact solution to this equation is
g = n gfl P (]I) x4n (15)
n=0 =0
n
where the P I (-p)s are Legendre polynomials and the g s satisfy the
13
recursion formula
n 1. n-+ L+l n-1
9Z "z4n4Z(Y+l) 27- gZ-1 +42+3 Z+1(
subject to the conditions = 1, g >0 = gn-l = 0. So to
second order in E/Er'
f' f 1 COEv4 + _2) 2 (v )8
m + cos(() +( + 33o2 0 )(E )(v ) + ... (17)
valid until v/vth i (2E r/E) 1 /2 . f/f - 1 for Eqs. 11 and 17 is
plotted in Fig. 7 for E/Er = .05 and cose = 1.
No distribution function in an axisymmetric tcroidal confine-
ment device would be complete without inclusion of the effects of
magnetic trapping. The problem was originally discussed in detail
21by Rosenbluth, Hazeltine, and Hinton , who accounted for the toroid-
al geometry by assuming a magnetic field structure (B rBOB ) =
(O,b(r)/h,B /h) with b(r)<<B and h E 1+r/R cose, r/R<<l and where
the geometry is shown in Fig. 8. The distribution function was de-
termined by using a variational principle, subject to the condition
that the trapped electron collision frequency is much less than the
bounce (in the banana orbit) frequency, R/r v c <wb where v = R/rvc
=)b r) . This condition may be written
*ffth V 3 / 2 ® n(r)q(r) (vtho)4 > 1 (18)
where T is in eV, n(r) in cm , nA ". 14, R = 54cm and q(r) is the
14
safety factor, rB /Rb(r). This condition for being in the banana
regime is not satisfied for thermal electrons at moderate radii
during most Alcator operation. However, under conditions of low
density and high current, electrons of interest for x-rays (v > v th)
should be trapped, according to Eq. 18, at the larger radii. Trap-
ping is especially important for the current carrying electrons.
From Eq. 12 it can be shown that the average velocity of the current
carrying electrons,
vc JvD )d 3v/D ( )d3v (19)
is ~ 1.7 vth' So, for the current carriers, the inequality Eq. 18
may be satisfied for values of the collisionality parameter v, as
large as 9. This point has been emphasized by Coppi22
The result for the distribution function, neglecting terms of
order p/L where p is the gyroradius and L is a gradient scale
length, is
[+f] = fm 1- H (A c-A)D th 2 (20)
c (d2 dv )
0
2
where H is the step function, x i (1+ cose and A -
This is simply a modification of the Spitzer-Hdrm result to include
the effects of trapped electrons, and is equal to Eq. 11 for r/R = 0.
If it is assumed that vu is independent of e, then Eq. 20 becomes
f = H - + - 1 - (21)
R l+v cose~j~hyj lviii _
15
To estimate the magnitude of the effect on the Spitzer-H&rm distri-
bution, consider Eq. 21 with vi = v, r/R = .07 (r = 3.8cm in Alcator),
and e = 00 and 1800,
.68D(V e = 00
(v th)f = (22)
.93D(7 ) e = 180.
The essential result is that the Spitzer-Harm distribution is multi-
plied by the fraction of circulating electrons. For a given driving
field, only the untrapped electrons can respond, and on the outside
(= 00) of the machine, the perturbation to the Maxwellian is re-
duced. It can only equal the Spitzer-H&rm distribution at the
largest. This effect manifests itself in alterations of the con-
ductivity, which from Eqs. 21 and 13 becomes,
ab e 1 3/2 -1.95 sec (23)
which is the same as Eq. 13 modified by the term in brackets.
In summary, the electric field driven electron distribution
function, including the effects of magnetic trapping, has been re-
produced in order to compare with observed x-ray spectra (section
VI).
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V. Thermal Spectra and Profiles
The x-ray spectrum from a Maxwellian electron distribution
colliding with stationary ions of charge Z. and number density ni,
including recombination radiation, is given by
(24)
I(hv) = 2.60 4 n En.Z (g.+f.) 13.59eV hV e energy
e~ 1 e unit energy-cm 
-sec
which may be rewritten (following von Goeler ),
I(hv) = 2.60 n ng 13.59eV. -hv/T (25)
G 9T ee
n.Z g.+f.
where C(E E - ) is a measure of the contribution to the spec-
i ne g
trum from impurities. Note that f.<<g for a high temperature hydro-
gen plasma. C = 1 for a hydrogen plasma.
What is actually observed at the detector is
-2 -hv/T (26)
F(hv) AN -2.41 1 C e # photonsEtAVohv 9 h%) sec-cm 
-solid angle-unit energy
(T is in keV and n is in cm- 3) and is related to I(hv) by
I(hv) = hv F(hv)d2. (27)
The geometry of the detection system for most of the measure-
ments presented here is shown in Fig. 9. Spatial resolution inside
the plasma is about 1/2 cm and the detector is able to scan from
6 cm above to 9 cm below the center in the vacuum system with two
obstructions due to limited port access. Since photons originate




hvAN 2.41 GT dZ (nCee (Z e photons (28)
tAAAhvT () cm -sec-ster
L e (
where L is the chord length in the plasma, AV = AA dZ, and Ahv is
the channel width in the multi-channel analyser (MCA). Here the
2 2 2
variable k is related to the *toroidal variable r by Z = r - d
where d is the distance of the viewing chord from the center of the
plasma. Fig. 10 shows computed spectra (from Eq. 28) for a clean
(c(Z) =1) discharge with a parabolic density profile,
1_E2) (_ 2 Z2
n e( = no (-) no l- - (29-a)
aL aL aL
(where aL is the limiter radius (10cm), n0 is the central density)
and 3 Gaussian temperature profiles,
T 2( T e-r2/a2 -d2/a2e_ 2/a2 (29-b)
e o o
(where T is the central temperature) with a = 3,5,7 cm and d = 2 cm.
By observing photons with energies a few times the temperature, the
hottest point along the chord is predominant.
An example of a thermal spectrum is shown in Fig. 11 which was
taken during the steady state portion of a 60 kG, 140 kA discharge
with a line averaged density of 4.0 S3cm3. The feature at L, 2.7
keV is due to L line radiation from the molybdenum introduced into
the plasma by interaction with the limiter and to K radiation from
chlorine. A detailed discussion of this feature may be found else-
18
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wnere . The curve is the expected spectrum from an 850 eV plas-
ma with a Gaussian temperature profile with a width of 5cm as
viewed along the central chord, obtained by fitting the points
between 1.3 and 2.1 keV. By measuring spectra along different
chords, a self consistent temperature profile may be determined.
Consider for the sake of argument a Gaussian profile. For a given
density and enhancement profile, a value for the width, a, is
chosen and T0 is ascertained from Eqs. 28 and 29 for different
values of d. a is then adjusted until all the T0 's agree. Fig.
12 shows the result of the application of this procedure to the
discharge previously described. The indication is that although
the profile may be slightly flatter on top than a Gaussian, this
particular function is adequate (within the experimental errors).
Fig. 13 shows a profile obtained for a 60 kG, 220 kA discharge
with an average density of 3.7 G cm . The central temperature
is higher and the profile broader than in the previously described
shot, and seems to be flatter than a Gaussian in the center. Shown
for comparison are data from Thomson scattering and electron cyclo-
tron emission24 (which has been normalized to the x-ray data).
Considering that the x-ray points are from a vertical scan and the
other data are from horizontal scans at different toroidal loca-
tions, the agreement is quite good. The shaded regions represent
the shadows of the struts in the access port and are not symmetric
about the center because the detector beam line is slanted at , 50
above the horizontal plane through the center of the torus.
In order to explain the changes in T0 and profile shape with
variations of machine parameters such as the toroidal field, BT'
19
2
loop voltage, V1 , plasma current, I, and Z (2 /n.Z/ Z.),
25 eff i ii i
consider the following model . The underlying assumptions are
that the resistivity, n,, (a ) is given by Eq. 13, the temperature
profile may be described by a Gaussian T exp -r2 /a 2, and the cen-
tral safety factor, q0 , is < 1 (as implied by sawtooth oscilla-
tions). The plasma current is then,
aL aL aL
~27rE(.194) F r 3/2rd
I E j(r)27rdr = 2r a(r)E(r)rdr ZElnA T (r) 3rdr
J z ~eff lT
0 0 0
194V T 3/ 2 aL 3r 2  3/2
f l'o~ .1 4 rdr ~l o a (kA) (30)Z fflnAR 0 Z fflnA3R
where T is in eV, V1 (in volts) = 27RE, R is the major radius of
the torus (54cm), E is the toroidal electric field, and a is in
cm. Radial variations of E, Z ff and lnA have been neglected, and
2 2
exp -3a /2a << 1 has been assumed since, typically, a < 6.5 cm.
The central safety factor may be written
5BT 5B TZ lnA21TR 51.5BT Z efflnA (31)
0o ~FRj0 ~7R.194T /2V T V
0rJ 1 0 1
with BT in kG. Eq. 31 may be rewritten as follows:
[51.5B TZeff inA]
2 /3  84eV(Z( 2/3T 84eqoV - - (32)
where lnA 't 14. From Eqs. 30 and 31 there follows
a = 3 cm (33)
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where q is assumed to be 0.9. Fig. 14 is a plot of the central
temperature T0 from several thermal discharges, as a function of
BT /V with Z taken to be 1.0 (except for the helium point)
and qO = .9. The good agreement with the curve (Eq. 32) may be
regarded as supportive of the assumption that qo = .9. The actual
range of BT in Fig. 14 is from 35 to 75 kG. Fig. 15 is a plot of
the Gaussian profile width, a, from several thermal discharges as
a function of I/B . The curve is Eq. 33. The agreement is good
for a < 6cm after which the assumption of a Gaussian profile is
expected to fail. For example, a temperature at the limiter of 130
eV would be required for a shot with T = 1 keV and a = 7cm. The
conclusion here is that a Gaussian profile becomes inappropriate
when q at the limiter is.< 3, or alternatively that in such cases
q falls below .9.
The above analysis neglects any effects of density on the tem-
perature and profile shape. Presumably variations in density would
affect the assumptions that q0 = .9 and that the resistivity is
classical. It is known on Alcator that as the density increases,
26
the density profile becomes more peaked . Specifically, as the
line averaged density changes from 2 4 cm-3 to 5 4 cm- 3 the pro-
file shape changes from a parabola to a (parabola) 2. If it is as-
sumed that (dlnT/dr)~1 = aT < (dlnn/dr)~ 1 E an, then as the density
is increased, one would expect the temperature profile to become
narrower. Fig. 16 is a plot of the temperature profile width a
vs. I/n /Tv. It is seen that as the density increases, a decreases,0 0
in support of the assumption that aT < a . The curve is an empiri-
cal fit to the data.
21
In conclusion, for thermal discharges in Alcator, temperature
profiles are adequately described by Gaussians, Zeff 1, q .9,
classical resistivity prevails and the temperature profile adjusts
to stay narrower than the density profile in the central portion
of the discharge.
22
VI. Nonthermal Spectra and Energy Confinement
The previous section discussed information concerning thermal
spectra derived from the study of x-ray spectra. Non-thermal dis-
tributions may be examined from their subsequent x-ray spectra via
Eq. 6. Most non-isotropic distribution functions are written in
terms of e (cos~ ) the angle between the electron velocity vector
and the external toroidal (electric or magnetic) field. To compute
the spectrum, a coordinate transformation must first be applied to
Eq. 5,
I xsin2 G+I y(l+cos 2 )=I (1-sin 26sin 2)+I (l+sin2 esin 2 (34)
If the distribution is axisymmetric ( /$ = 0), the $ integration
in Eq. 6 may be performed,
(35)
27
d{ I (1-sin2 esin 2 0)+I (1+sin2 esin 2 4) =2r{I (l-sin20)+I(l+Lsin2 8)
0
which may be written in terms of Legendre polynomials,
27r I ( + P2) + I (-P (36)
Consider the x-ray spectrum from the Spitzer-Hgrm distribution
function, found by inserting Eqs. 36 and 11 into Eq. 6,
23
I(hv) = 27r e v 3dvf T I 2+ ( P2) d(cose)
+ e f v3dvfD(t) I ( P 2 )+I (4P -p 2  P d(cose)
8 Tr1  +0 (37)3 max
since the P 's are orthogonal. .Thus the Spitzer-Harm distribution
and first order trapped particle corrections (Eq. 20) do not enhance
a thermal spectrum (I ) since the perturbation in the direction of
the toroidal field (cose > 0) is produced at the expense of the dis-
tribution opposite the field (cos6 < 0). Any perturbation odd in
v11 does not alter a thermal spectrum.
An example of a non-thermal spectrum is shown in Fig. 17,
which was taken during the steady state portion of a 60 kG, 160 kA
discharge with a line-averaged density of 1.2 G cm-3 and a loop
voltage of 1.15 V. The open circles are points taken through a
.05cm Be filter. The features between 5.5 and 7.0 keV are due to
K radiation from chromium and iron. The lower curve is the expected
spectrum from a 1250 eV thermal plasma with a Gaussian profile
width of 6cm, predicted by Eq.. 32. A "temperature" of 1900 eV
would be obtained by fitting the points between 3.7 and 5.2 keV.
The ratio E/Er for this case, found from
E ET V T
= 3 4.52 n A (38)
r 7ne nA e
24
(with T in eV, V1 in volts, and n in cm-3 ), is equal to .028 if
T is 1250 eV.
e
The contribution to a thermal spectrum from an even pertur-
bation in e, the second order term in the region II expansion of
Kruskal and Bernstein (Eq. 17), may be computed from
8Tr 2rn e 3 2E_I(hv) = Im + h v dvf )2 ( v X
Trr 
t h
I' ( +P )+I ( Po 2) + d(cose) =
0
I +2 vdvf( 2 t ) .0103I +.01751 (39)3 max +h vm xY
Substituting I and I from section II into Eq. 39, and performing
the integrals, it is found that the contribution to the spectrum
at 5.0 keV (hv/T = 4) is .6% and not the factor of 2 or so required
to fit the data in Fig. 17. In this particular case, the contribu-
tion to the spectrum from the high velocity extension of the Spit-
zer-H&rm (classical) distribution function is about a factor of 300
too small. This can be traced to the smallness of E/Er and its co-
efficients. The conclusion here is that the classical electric
field driven perturbation to the Maxwellian distribution function
is unable to account for the observed x-ray spectrum in Alcator
under certain conditions.
A convenient measure of the departure of the distribution
from a Maxwellian is obtained by taking the ratio of Tt (defined as
25
the "temperature" obtained by fitting the x-ray spectrum between
3.5 and 5.5 keV) to Tb (defined as the temperature predicted by Eq.
32). 6 E T t/Tb = 1 for a thermal plasma. For example, 6 = 1.6 for
the case shown in Fig. 17, whereas for Fig. 11, 6 = 1.07. The only
significant change between the two discharges is a factor of 3.5 in
line averaged density. Alterations in plasma current also influence
6. Fig. 18 demonstrates the -result of raising the current from 100
to 200 kA for a 60 kG discharge with n = 2.5 4 cm. In both
cases V1 = 1.7 V and Tb = 950 eV. However, 6 for the upper spectrum
is 3.5 and for the lower spectrum. is 1.25. Fig. 19 is a summary
of 60 kG data which is a plot of 6 vs. (E 8 I/n0 /T7). The
curve is an empirical fit. It is apparent that the spectra become
distinctly non-thermal when is greater than some critical value
around .03.
The radial dependence of this non-thermal behaviour is exhibit-
ed in Figs. 20 and 21 which are spectra taken along chords at
+ 3.8 cm inside and outside (obtained from the top of the machine)
and rt+ 7.5 cm for the same discharges as in Fig. 17. The curves
are the expected spectra at the corresponding radii for a thermal
plasma with a central temperature of 1250 eV and a profile width
of 6cm. The non-thermal tail increases dramatically with minor
radius. e at the center is 1.7, at - 3.8 cm is 1.9 and at + 7.5 cm
is 3. Other data indicate that this tail is also symmetric up and
down and increases with minor radius. That this non-thermal tail
increases with minor radius has been noted on T-105 as well. This
increase with minor radius is contrary to what one would expect
from an electric field driven perturbation. For the discharge
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shown in Figs. 17, 20 and 21, E/Er decreases with minor radius as
shown in Fig. 22. Trapped electron effects, according to Eq. 22,
would produce a smaller tail at the outside of the machine
(cos e , 0) which is not observed. If one takes the point of view
that the current must be maintained at a certain level regardless
of trapping, then, since there are more trapped electrons on the
outside of the machine and thus fewer current carriers available,
it is incumbent upon these fewer circulating electrons to increase
their velocity to maintain the current. These higher velocity cur-
rent carriers would then produce a larger x-ray tail on the out-
side of the machine, which is not observed. Vertical drift of
fast electrons in the ripple of the magnetic field at the ports27
is ruled out as a mechanism for producing the tail at large minor
radii because of the observed up-down symmetry. If these fast elec-
trons, which have drifted to larger radii, then scatter into trapped
banana orbits, they would concentrate on the outside of the machine
5
as observed on T-105. However, this mechanism is only important
27
for electrons with energy E > Cd where
2/5 R lnA 2/5
E 287(+Z)RBlnA c 7.2 ce c eV (40)
and where R is the major radius of the machine, n is the average
density, Z is approximately the minor radius, wce is the electron
cyclotron frequency, 6 is the field ripple at the port, AB/B,
lnA = lnA + ln(4E /E), and all quantities are in cgs. Taking
c r
B = 60 kG, 6 = .04, k = 5cm, n = cm and E/Er = .03, one
finds that this process is only important for E > 25 keV and is
not of interest here.
27
Another possible mechanism which could produce this non-ther-
mal tail is interaction with "w cose", electrostatic waves re-pe
sonating with electrons with v > vth. These waves could be pro-
duced2 8 by the high energy (E > 100 keV) electrons present in
29
Alcator . The production of a non-thermal tail on the electron
30,31
distribution by w cose waves has been observed under otherpe
circumstances. There is also a possible correlation of the x-ray
tail and m = 2 oscillations under conditions of high current and
32low density
In order to compute the energy confinement time for a given
discharge, it is necessary to know the linear energy density of
the plasma. This may be determined from
aL
U 27rdr dQ v2dvfi (v)mv2 (41)
0 0
where the sum is over the species present and poloidal and toroidal
symmetry are assumed. For a Maxwellian distribution function, with
T. = CT e Eq. 41 becomes
aL
3
U = f(1+a) ne(r)T e(r)2 rdr. (42)
0
If Gaussian density and temperature profiles are assumed, this in-
tegral may be performed analytically,
U = 2(l+-)7r 2 2 n T (43)
a +b
2 2
where n (r) = n exp -r /b . The energy confinement time may then
e .
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be found as the ratio between the linear energy density and the
ohmic power delivered per unit length,
E E I 25.6(1+-) a 2b 2n0T0 ms (44)E E -V V11 a +b 211
where now n is in cm- 3, T0 is in keV, V is in V, I is in
kA, and a and b are in cm.
For non-thermal discharges, an actual form for the distribu-
tion function (and radial dependence) must be used in Eq. 41. For
simplicity in data analysis, consider the model distribution func-
tion (a bimaxwellian)
f(v) = nbf maxb + nt fmaxt (45)
where fmaxb has temperature Tb and fmaxt has temperature Tt. As an
example, for the spectrum of Fig. 17, a model distribution with
Tb = 1200 eV, Tt = 2000 eV, and nt/nb = .2 would account for the
data. The profile width, a, is 6 cm for both components. The
average temperature, <T> (= Tbnb/n + Ttnt/n), for this case is
1330 eV. <T> can be used for T in Eq. 44 to find TE. If a densi-
ty profile width, b, of 8.5 cm is assumed and T. is taken to be
710 eV, then the energy confinement time from Eq. 44 is \ 10 ms
for this case, with an accuracy no greater than 20%. The above
procedure for computing energy confinement times has been applied
to a sequence of discharges at \, 145 kA and 60 kG with varying
density. The results are shown in Fig. 23. The dashed curve is
from the Thomson scattering experiment and the solid curve is an
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empirical fit to the data. It is seen that the confinement time
increases linearly with density over this range within the errors.
It is interesting to note the apparent connection of this behaviour
with the non-thermal tail on the x-ray spectra. Fig. 24 is a plot
of e-1 vs. density for the same discharges analyzed above. As the
density is increased, the tail on the distribution disappears, and
the energy confinement improves. This issue will be discussed in
the next section.
In summary, under conditions of high current and low density,
the classical theory of the electron distribution function, to
second order in E/Er , including the effects of trapped electrons,
is unable to account for the observed x-ray.spectra. The appearance
of this non-classical tail is correlated with the decrease in
energy confinement time. This non-thermal behaviour increases with
minor radius with poloidal symmetry.
30
VI. Kinetic Diffusion Equation Solution
With formally making the connection between non-thermal dis-
tributions and poor energy confinement in mind, consider the follow-




E (f f + Lr DLf (46)at e M v e e
where E is the externally applied electric field and C is the col-
lision operator. L is assumed to be (in cylindrical coordinates)
- -e - where w = v2 and EA is the ambipolar electric field
produced from the charge separation caused by the electron diffusion,
D (r)
and D is assumed to have the form I r The steady state solution
to Eq. 46 can be obtained from an expansion in powers of E/Er
(f = f o+f +f2 +...), where D (r) is regarded as second order since
the diffusive loss process must balance ohmic heating which is
second order.
The collision operator in the zeroth order equation requires
f = f to be a local Maxwellian. The first order equation is
e o
0 = C(f ) - 7 - f (47)1 m v 0
and the distribution and electrical conductivity are given by Eqs.
11 and 13 respectively. The second order equation is
rD
0 = C(f 2) - V E f 1 + L -9 - Lf . (48)
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In order for particle number to be conserved, the ambipolar field
must draw inward the same number of electrons that diffuse outward.
The equation of constraint for the field may be found from the par-
ticle moment of Eq. 48,
1 rD (r)
T /Vw dw du L 0 Lf =0. (49)
0 -1
Insertion of Eq. 9 for f into Eq. 49 yields a Riccati equation for
EA'
2 + (2 a +D)+a 2 D = 0 (50)
0 0
where E(r) eE A ( , a = a T' a 3 ' t and aD
alD2T e(r) n n2T' n r eT. ar D -BlnDe
r . This first order, non-linear equation for E(r) may be
transformed to a second order, linear equation by making the
substitution e E U
D + (2an+a ) -+ (a2++c a0 )U = 0. (51)77n D ar r D
Dr 0
Once the appropriate profiles are known, this equation may be
solved for EA (r). In order to visualize a realistic behaviour
for EA (r), consider a situation with n(r) = n exp-(r 2/b 2) , T(r) =
2 2
T0 exp-(r /a ), and aD = 0. The solution, utilizing the boun-
dary condition EA(0) = 0, is
2 2
T e-r/a 35
EA(r) = o + 1 4r- 8 r + .. (52)(b2 -2 3  2 15 aT +(b 2a / r a
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r
From this the ambipolar potential may be found, q(r) = J EA(r) dr.
The ratio of the potential energy a diffusing electron gains in
this electric field to the local value of the temperature is,
e((r) =13 2 /aa'+ 2 2 2 4
T(r)+er/a- 1+Y 2 + ... ,2 (53)b a a
2 2
and is shown in Fig. 25 for the case a = 6cm and 2a = . It is
seen that the ambipolar potential is as large as the temperature
only 4cm from the center of the plasma. The importance of this
potential in the kinetic equation may be estimated by comparing
terms in the diffusion operator,
Vi1  v 2
0 r n 2 T T 0TLf - n- V7 T+e jfo (54)
th
and substituting from Eq. 52, it is found that the ambipolar field-
may be ignored if (v/vth) 2 >> r/7.4cm) 2. This neglect is appropri-
ate for most radii in the plasma as far as the soft x-ray spectrum
is concerned which involves electrons with (v/vth 2 >
The energy moment of Eq. 48,
1 rDSfdvi w3/2dw 1 v111 o m Vf1  = 0 (5
-l fd~ f wL- L E - f (55)'T 1 Ivl1 0
yields the heat transport equation (after substitution of Eq. 50)
- -!t 2 Vth Do 1n 3T nT 3 T 2 n
0 = E - + 2 tD 2 T + 2 + 2n + naD (56)
/T r Tr o/ j
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where = e v f1 dv
From this the overall power balance equation may be obtained by
integrating over the plasma cross section,
2 + 2a 
IE = 27D n T v a 3/2 , (57)
o o o 3.+ 2 /
2
2 2
where, again, it is assumed that a n = - 2r/b , a - 2r/a
a = 0, and, from Eq. (52), e - a T
Do n 2
This is to be compared with Eq. (43). There remains to solve the
kinetic equation (48).
The response to an electric field has already been provided
(Eq. 17) so it will be sufficient to demonstrate the effects of the
diffusion term,
C(f2 L rDo L o (58)
This may be written in the high velocity approximation (u 2
2 (v/vth)2 >> as
2 V D 2 f( f2 + V f 2 + 1 af 2  th o-T u o
7- 2 T u u Tu r (59)
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where v is the collision frequency z 3.87 C6 lnAn/T1. 5 sec' ,
with Te in eV and n in cm-3 i f 2 is written f P (u, u) , this
becomes,
2 2 2 8 v Da2
S(1-I2) 3 P -u P =-I u thDo T
y ru - 4'2rv4/2
(60)




am m 2m+ Pm-2 (C) + P )
(61)
(62)
where P-2 (0) = 0. Eq. (60) now becomes
m(m+l)g M(u) 8 v 
hD O
+ ug n(u) = am u TthD0T
9U 4/2rv
which may be solved for gM(u)
am
8. + m (m+l)











vth2 (r) (r D  (r) a 2r) 8
rNv (r) V- v th (r)
(65)
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To second order in D (r) this becomes
22
Doa2 v D a2 2 16
f =+f h T \ ++T
e m +vth 2 +2 (r )th
(66)
[.037P0 + .047P .
In summary, inclusion of a diffusion operator in the kinetic
equation allows one parameter, Do (r) , to govern departures from
thermal distributions (66) and overall energy balance (57).
IP9 + -P2 4 + . .+.
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VIII. Determination of the Diffusion Coefficient
The X-ray spectrum from the distribution function Eq. (66)
may now be calculated by insertion in Eq. (6) followed by integration
over the profiles (in a similar fashion to Eq. (28). The free
parameters, T (r) and D (r)/r, may then be adjusted to fit the spectrum.
As an example of the employment of this technique, consider the
spectra in Fig. 26. For the selection Te (r) = T0 exp(- r /a 2 ) with
T = 1000 eV and a = 6 cm, and D (r) = h r exp(- r /c ) with h =
1.3 ( cm and c = 2.68 cm, the predicted spectra are shown in Fig.
26. The agreement is quite good supporting this particular selection
of a gaussian for the diffusion coefficient. D (r) and T(r) are
shown in Fig. 27 for comparison. This technique has been applied
to the same sequence of discharges as in section VII (I = 145 kA,
-3
B = 60 kG, 1 < n < 6 ) cm ). The outcome is depicted in Figs.
28 and 29, which indicate the density dependence of h . It is
seen that h. decreases with rising density, perhaps as n 1. Fig. 29
0
should be compared with Fig. 24. This behavior provides the following
scenario. As the density is increased, the diffusion coefficient
is reduced, and the energy confinement improves in conjection with the
decline in the non-thermal component of the X-ray spectra. In other
words, the energy confinement time, T, increases with density,
T vth D 0(r) n . (67)
0
The dependence of h on current may be deduced from the discharges
shown in Fig. 18. The results are demonstrated in Fig. 30 in
addition to those from a sequence of shots of varying current at
n = 3.3 (9 cm 3 . The point which is an estimate is from Fig. 28.
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The dependence on current is perhaps stronger than aI. Information
concerning the reliance of h on the toroidal magnetic field may
be extracted from two discharges with I = 145 kA and n = 2.8 @ cm-3
with BT = 60 and 40 kG. h0 s for these cases were 6 and 5 0 cm,
respectively, not substantially different. Any dependence of the
diffusion coefficient on the toroidal field is weak and may only
enter as a reflection of profile changes, not through any explicit
dependence.
The indication is that the diffusion is driven by the plasma
current and inhibited by high densities. There remains to address
the question of energy balance.
Consider the case with D (r) = rh0 exp (- r 2/c 2) , hence aDo
(1 - 2r 2/c 2/r. Before inserting this in the heat transport
equation (56), the effect of this choice for D (r) on the ambipolar
electric field must be demonstrated. Using this form for aDo in
Eq. (51), it is found that
E = 2r + 2) + r 3[ 2 2 1 -1 (68)
S 2a 2b c b 2a 2a
which to lowest order in r is the same as Eq. (52) . The precise
shape of the function D (r) does not affect the ambipolar field
at small radii. Insertion of aDo into Eq. (56) and integration
over the plasma cross section produces the. new power balance equation,
21 +a2
IE = 8 v6 vth no T 2b 2 2 (69)tho 0 3 b2 2 2
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to be contrasted with Eq. (57). In more practical form, this
becomes,
+( a 2
IV = 13500 T3/2 n h + b2  amp-volt (70)
.339 0 o o (3 a2  a2)2  cm
with I in kA, V in volts, T0 in eV, n in ®4 cm , and h in cm.
Symbolically, power in = power out. This equation is plotted in
Fig. 31 for all the cases just discussed. The curve indicates
power balance. The major drawback in this figure is that some of
the points lie well above the curve, indicating that more energy
is coming out of the plasma than went in. This is clearly inaccurate.
These are from the spectra with the largest non-thermal tails, and
the h0 s required to account for these tails require too large an
outward heat flux. The source of the problem is probably the
kinetic equation solution, the distribution function Eq. (66).
When the departures from the maxwellian become large, the validity
of the perturbative expansion for the distribution function is
suspect.
In summary, evidence has been presented supportive of a kinetic
equation of the form in Eq. (46) to be valid in Alcator under certain
conditions. X-ray spectra and overall power balance are simultaneously
accounted for and the formal connection between non-thermal distribu-
tions and poor energy confinement has been demonstrated. The
diffusion coefficient, D 0(r)/r, is found to vary spatially as h0
exp (- r 2/c 2) , and scales roughly as I/n with a weak dependence on
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toroidal magnetic field. This indicates that energy confinement
should increase with density. Even though the diffusion coefficient
increases with current, the global energy conf.inement is not
necessarily degraded because the profiles broaden and the volume
of contained hot plasma increases.
There remains to find a source for the kinetic diffusion
equation (46) and the scalings'of the diffusion coefficient.
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IX. Random Radial Magnetic Fields as the Origin of the Diffusion
Assume that there is a random radial magnetic field, B, super-
imposed on the confining toroidal field BT. Electrons, which at a
given toroidal location sample this field every revolution, undergo
a random radial walk with step size Ar, such that Ar/2TR = B/B The
time between steps is just the time to transit the machine, At =
2ITR/1v II. From this one may construct a diffusion coefficient,
2A) 2
D = A = 2TrRv - (71)
If this is the mechanism causing the diffusion of electrons
described in the last two sections, then the magnitude of B may
be found from Eq. (71) and the diffusion coefficient determined
from the x-ray spectra. Assuming this process is most important for
electrons.with v11 ,, 4 vth' and taking a typical value for D/vth
h say 1.5 ) cm, then it is found that B/BT . Fluctuating
field of this size have been seen in Macrotor.35 The size of the
random radial magnetic field required to distort the distribution
function and provide the anomalous electron heat loss is indeed small,
of order .01% of the toroidal field.
Consider a more formal derivation of Eqs. (71) and (46). The
starting point is the zero Larmor radius drift kinetic equation,
(in cylindrical coordinates)
;f
+ v b - f = 0 (72)
where it is assumed that b = 0 + 5, where b is the unit vector
in the direction of the external field (toroidal and poloidal), and
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b =(r) e j (mO - n$)
m,n
(73)
is a random radial component. Assume also that 7 b = 0, define
the 0 and $ average
< > = 1 2 d .d
(27r) - r -- 7*
(74)
and seek a solution of the form fe = f + f, where f is independent
of 0 and $ and f is small (order b). Application of < > to Eq. (72)
yields




+ v - Vf - v < b - Vf > + v b Vf = 0 -IIIti
(75)
(76)
If now f, f, and t are expanded in powers of b,






Eq. (75) may be solved order by order. The zeroth order equation
is 3f0 /;to = 0.
At first order,
(78)Dt + t = 0i o
In order for f' =-fdt 0? 0/;t not to grow without bound on the to
time scale, ;f0 /@t1 is required to vanish, which implies 3f/'t 0 = 0.
The second order equation is
+ + < v b f' > = 0.
2 1 (
f 2 will depend on to unless
- + - + < V b 7f'>
2 1 sec = 0 + < V b f >sec (80)
where the subscript sec denotes t independence. To calculate
fl, write Eq. (76) to first order,
+fl -d + V, b f If + V,F -7f0  0 (81)
0




f i = - v t- l x c
0 exact orbit.
(82)
The exact orbit equations are
r(t) = r0 + 6r
$0 t = $ . -.. + 6$
o 2 TR
V t
0(t) =1 - +60 2 -,R q~
(83)
with 60 - 6$/q where q is the safety factor. Eq. (80) may now
be written, (in cylindrical coordinates) using Eq. (82).
9t 2 - 7r (\; sec
V2
< 1 (r J dt-t




Recalling Eq. (73) and the exact orbits, this becomes








q 2R j0 (M+nq) >ee
o sec
Taking the secular part, i.e., letting t + 0 , and neglecting
variations of b (r + ir) and f over the 6r distance scale,
mA1 0
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Eq. (85) evolves to
Vil _ r 2 b b c- dt'<ej (m+m') G-j (n+n')$
-t r 3r 57 r brm'n2 '-'1 rnn mn
m,n 0
. ' v t'j (n-m) 11




v i Z - 2 2rR ((n-m),6 6 v o
r mr n 
r.m, n
where R is some resonance function that depends on the details of the
orbit 6. This may be written in the form of a diffusion equation .
Lr D L 0
*2





In the units of a diffusion coefficient, D = 27R! I R{(n -m/q),6)Ib ,2
m,n mn
in agreement with Eq. (71). Eq. (87) becomes Eq. (46) when the collision
operator and the toroidal electric field term are retained and an




2 2 (n-m) 6E) 0 r) (88)
m,n mn ,
in agreement with earlier estimates. Section VIII provides the
scalings of the fluctuating magnetic field level with electron density,
current, and toroidal field.
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X. Conclusions
Under normal operating conditions in Alcator, the electron
distribution function is Maxwellian. The central electron temperature
may then be determined from macroscopic parameters (the toroidal
field, loop voltage, Zeff, and the central safety factor),
B /3 Z 2/3 B 2/3
T =84 eV e 90 eV T) (89)
with BT in kG, V1 in volts, consistent with Z = 1 and q = .9.
If the temperature profile shape is Gaussian, the width, a, may be
found from
a = 3.8 cm f (90)
with I in KA and BT in kG.
When 8.0 .- 4 I/n / > .03 (with I in kA, n in 14: cm
and T in keV) the X-ray spectrum becomes distinctly non-thermal. This
effect cannot be explained by classical electric field driven
perturbation theory, even with E/Er as large as 3%. This non-classical
tail increases with I/n and minor radius, is symmetric both up and
down, in and out, and may be correlated with poor energy confinement
(anomalous electron heat loss).
This correlation is formalized by the inclusion of a spatial
diffusion term in the electron kinetic equation. The diffusion
coefficient appears in both the power balance equation and the
perturbation to the electron distribution function. The values of
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the diffusion coefficient determined from the non-thermal x-ray
spectra satisfy the power balance equation, justifying the assumed
kinetic diffusion equation. The diffusion coefficient, D, scales
as 1/n and hence the energy confinement time, T, (which is inversely
proportional to D) is proportional to n. The diffusion coefficient
is peaked on axis. A possible source for the kinetic diffusion
equation is the inclusion of the effects of a random radial
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Fig. 1. The average Gaunt factor, g, as a function of photon ener-
gy for three different values of T , and the approximation g =
(T/hv)1l 3
Fig. 2. The bremsstrahlung collision geometry.
Fig. 3. I , the y component of- the bremsstrahlung cross section,
as a function of photon energy for two values of the incoming elec-
tron energy, e , and the analytic approximation I y.
Fig. 4. The thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum from Eq. 4 and Eq. 6
with the approximations for I ' and I "
Fig. 5. The bremsstrahlung spectrum and the recombination enhance-
ment spectrum from a .17% oxygen contamination.
Fig. 6. The Maxwellian electron distribution function (Eq. 9) and
the Spitzer-Hirm perturbation (Eq. 11) with E/E r .05.
Fig. 7. The Spitzer-Hdrm (Eq. 11) and Kruskal-Bernstein (Eq. 17)
perturbations for E/Er = .05.
Fig. 8. Toroidal geometry.
Fig. 9. The geometry of the detection system.
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Fig. 10. Calculated bremsstrahlung spectra integrated along a chord
2 cm. from the plasma center for 3 different Gaussian temperature
profile widths.
Fig. 11. An observed thermal X-ray spectrum and the calculated
spectrum for an 850 eV plasma.
Fig. 12. An up-down radial temperature profile with n = 4.0
-33
cm-3 ~I =l14kA, and BT =60 kG.
Fig. 13. The temperature profile for ne = 3.7 cm 3 , I = 220 kA,
and B- = 60 kG. Data from Thomson scattering and electron cyclotron
emission dre shown for comparison.
Fig. 14. The central electron temperature as a function of (BT/V )
along with Eq. 32.
Fig. 15. The Gaussian temperature profile width as a function of
(I/BT) along with Eq. 33.
Fig. 16. The electron temperature profile width as a function of
V/n "T (vd/vth) .
Fig. 17. A non-thermal spectrum for a plasma with I = 160 kA and
-3
n = 1.2 G cm-. The lower curve is a 1250 eV thermal spectrum
predicted by Eq. 32 and the upper curve is the best fit "tempera-
ture" of 1900 eV.
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Fig. 18. Two spectra with n"e = 2.5 G4 cm and Ve = 1.7V. The
upper spectrum has I = 200 kA, in the lower spectrum, I = 100 kA.
Fig. 19. The parameter 0, which measures the size of the non-thermal
distribution, as a function of I/n.
Fig. 20. Non-thermal spectra from t3.8 cm for discharges similar to
Fig. 17. The curve is the predicted spectrum at 3.8 cm for T =
1250 eV at the center.
Fig. 21. Non-thermal spectra from ', +7.5 cm for discharges similar
to Fig. 17. The curve is the predicted spectrum at 7.5 cm for T =
1250 eV at the center.
Fig. 22. -E/Er as a function of radius.
Fig. 23. The energy confinement time from Eqs. 44 and 45 as a func-
tion of density, derived from X-ray spectra.
Fig. 24. The non-thermal parameter, 0, as a function of density.
Fig. 25. The ratio of the ambipolar potential to the electron temper-
ature as a function of radius.
Fig. 26. Non-thermal spectra at 0 and 4 cm with the best fit using
the non-thermal electron distribution from Eq. 66.
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Fig. 27. The model diffusion coefficient as a function of radius.
Fig. 28. The amplitude of the diffusion coefficient as a function
of density.
Fig. 29. The amplitude of the diffusion coefficient as a function
of density.
Fig. 30. The amplitude of the diffusion coefficient as a function
of current.
Fig. 31. The power flowing out of the plasma as a function of the
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